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What is “SPC”?
“Statistical Process Control”
Statistical Process Control (SPC) is an effective method of monitoring a process through the use of control charts. Control charts
enable the use of objective criteria for distinguishing background variation from events of significance based on statistical
techniques. Much of its power lies in the ability to monitor both process center and its variation about that center. By collecting
data from samples at various points within the process, variations in the process that may affect the quality of the end product or
service can be detected and corrected, thus reducing waste as well as the likelihood that problems will be passed on to the
customer. With its emphasis on early detection and prevention of problems, SPC has a distinct advantage over quality methods,
such as inspection, that apply resources to detecting and correcting problems in the end product or service.
In addition to reducing waste, SPC can lead to a reduction in the time required to produce the product or service from end to end.
This is partially due to a diminished likelihood that the final product will have to be reworked, but it may also result from using SPC
data to identify bottlenecks, wait times, and other sources of delays within the process. Process cycle time reductions coupled with
improvements in yield have made SPC a valuable tool from both a cost reduction and a customer satisfaction standpoint.
Statistical Process Control was pioneered by Walter A. Shewhart in the early 1920s. W. Edwards Deming later applied SPC
methods in the United States during World War II, thereby successfully improving quality in the manufacture of munitions and
other strategically important products. Deming was also instrumental in introducing SPC methods to Japanese industry after the
war had ended.
Shewhart created the basis for the control chart and the concept of a state of statistical control by carefully designed experiments.
While Dr. Shewhart drew from pure mathematical statistical theories, he understood that data from physical processes seldom
produces a "normal distribution curve" (a Gaussian distribution, also commonly referred to as a "bell curve"). He discovered that
observed variation in manufacturing data did not always behave the same way as data in nature (for example, Brownian motion of
particles). Dr. Shewhart concluded that while every process displays variation, some processes display controlled variation that is
natural to the process (common causes of variation), while others display uncontrolled variation that is not present in the process
causal system at all times (special causes of variation).
In mass-manufacturing, the quality of the finished article was traditionally achieved through post-manufacturing inspection of the
product; accepting or rejecting each article (or samples from a production lot) based on how well it met its design specifications. In
contrast, Statistical Process Control uses statistical tools to observe the performance of the production process in order to predict
significant deviations that may later result in rejected product.
Two kinds of variation occur in all manufacturing processes: both these types of process variation cause subsequent variation in
the final product. The first is known as natural or common cause variation and may be variation in temperature, properties of raw
materials, strength of an electrical current etc. This variation is small, the observed values generally being quite close to the
average value. The pattern of variation will be similar to those found in nature, and the distribution forms the bell-shaped normal
distribution curve. The second kind of variation is known as special cause variation, and happens less frequently than the first.
SPC indicates when an action should be taken in a process, but it also indicates when NO action should be taken. An example is
a person who would like to maintain a constant body weight and takes weight measurements weekly. A person who does not
understand SPC concepts might start dieting every time his or her weight increased, or eat more every time his or her weight
decreased. This type of action could be harmful and possibly generate even more variation in body weight. SPC would account for
normal weight variation and better indicate when the person is in fact gaining or losing weight.

